What THE FUTURE looks like TO the
chosen candidate
the idea generation equivalent of a
'bottomless basket of fries' or 'free
refills' >> freedom to continuously be
a divergent thinker adding new ideas
around a central topic (or a series of
central topics)

Must Haves
+ obvious and unquestioned passion for the early stages of
new product development, and a track record for developing
then delivering on new ideas {Note that this 'delivery' does
not require market success as there are many factors that
can impact success in the market place.}

The Ideal Candidate

+ boundless curiosity
leader of a team of creatives that
throws 'noodles at the wall', tests to
+ a multidisciplinary hacker who has demonstrated the
see 'what sticks', and only then judges ability to think big and connect dots between existing and
the path forward
undiscovered concepts
not concerned with taking things to
production but concerned with
handing tested ideas off to teammates
who will advance them toward
production; recognizes that Innovation
= creativity x execution

+ a philosophical approach that digs appropriately deep on
an individual basis into technical topics, and knows when to
leverage others to go the rest of the way
+ embodies and is passionate about the intersection of
technology, product development, strategy and business

a wall filled with patents (the seeds of + established presence in a scientific community combined
new products)
with a willingness to continuously grow network
+ fearlessness to experimentally push the known limits of
science
+ above average communication skills
+ willing to relocate to Duryea

Nice to Haves
+ PhD in a scientific discipline.
{Note a PhD is not a firm
requirement but the candidate
should have experience and an
exemplary track record}

Willing to Teach
+ principles of glass

Not Willing to Teach Don't Care About
- technical savvy

+ principles of materials - what it means to
science
be part of a team

+ industrial process
+ a philosophical approach that
development
challenges the status quo; in other
words does not care or very slowly
learns about the way it has been
done

name of where the
candidate was
before (e.g., school,
employer)

